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Assrnlcr
The oxidized bismuth minera.f from Goldfield, Nevada, previously described as "bis-

mite," proves on re-examination to be bismoclite, BiOCl. The described and illustrated
hexagonal crystals, thought to be "bismite," are probably iodyrite.

The oxidized bismuth mineral occurring in several mines of the Gold-
field district, Nevada, as pearly scales of brilliant and almost metallic
luster, was described as bismite by Ransome and Schallerl with the sug-
gestion that its formula might be Bi(OH)r or BizOa.3HrO, a formula ap-
proximated by an analysis of a gray bismuth ocher from Pala, Califor-
nia.2 At the suggestion of Dr. Harry Berman, the mineral from Nevada
was re-examined in an attempt to harmonize the discrepancies reported
in the literature under the name of bismite. As the sample originally
analyzed contained nearly 80 per cent of qua"rtz gangue, an attempt was
made to concentrate the bismuth mineral by flotation of the gangue in
methylene iodide. Although the quantity of gangue was thereby re-
duced, the sample reanalyzed still contained about 35 per cent of foreign
material.

Preliminary tests showed that the mineral contained chlorine, previ-
ously missed, and the analysis agrees with that of the recently described
bismoclite.s The new analysis of the mineral from Nevada (from type
specimen previously described, U. S. Nat. Mus. Coll. no 86847) is shown
in Table 1.

Spectrographic examination of the analyzed sample by George Steiger
showed the presence of Ag, Sn, Cu, Pb, and Sb, and the absence of As,
B, Be, Cd, W, andZn.

Comparative tests made of the silver halide precipitated from a nitric
acid solution of the bismoclite from Nevada with the silver halides pre-
cipitated from solutions of potassium chloride, bromide, and iodide
demonstrate that the halide in the bismoclite is chlorine. These tests
are the color (and change of color on exposure to light) of the precipitate
and closed tube tests with bisulfate and with galena.

x Published by permission of the Director, Geological Survey.
rRansome, F. L., The geology and ore deposits of Goldfield, Nevada: U. S. Geol.

Suruey, ProJ. Paper 66, 121-123 (1909); Schaller, W. T., and Ransome, F. L., Bismite:
Am. Jour. Sci..,4th ser., 29, 173-176 (1910), Schaller, W. T., Bismite from Nevada: U. S.
Geol. Suraey, Bull. 49O, 33-36 (191 1).

2 Schaller, W. T., Bismuth ochers from San Diego County, Calilornia: Jour. Am. Chem.

Soc., 33, 164 (l9ll).
3 Mountain. E. D., Two new bismuth minerals frorn South A{rica (Bismoclite from

Steinkopf, Namaqualando Cape Province) : M ineral. M o g., 24, 59-62 (1935).
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It is not known whether the per cent and a half of HzO* in the new
analysis indicates a trend towards daubreeite, or whether the HzO belongs
to the gangue. The quantity of available material is too limited to pre-
pare a sample suitably free from gangue for such a determination. The
water determinations were made by loss, using sodium tungstate as a
retaining flux.

Frc. 1. X-ray powder photographs of artificial BIOCI (247) and of bismoclite
from Nevada (248).
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BISMOCLITE FRO]I NEVADA

X-ray powder photographs, shown in Fig. 1, were made by Dr. W. E.
Richmond of the mineral and of artificially prepared crystalline BiOCl.
This was obtained as described by Bannister.a The pictures show the
identity of the so-called bismite from Nevada with bismoclite.

Examination under the microscope of the sample analyzed and of
crushed fragments from the very small remaining sample shows many
very thin rectangular plates, some of which have the corners truncated
by lines at 45". The mineral and synthetic BiOCI definitely are tetrag-
onal, as described by Mountain and Bannister. Very rarely one or two
minute crystals are observed which are definitely hexagonal, as previ
ously described. On one complete hexagonal crystal the angles, as meas-
ured under the microscope,  gave the values 58o,61o,  60"r62",61o,59o.
This crystal was found to be optically uniaxial positive, whereas the bis-
moclite is uniaxial negative. This suggests at once that the hexagonal
crystals are a second mineral, intimately associated with the bismoclite.

A consideration of the available information suggests strongly that the
hexagonal crystals are iodyrite. They are better developed crystallo-
graphically than the plates of bismoclite and so were originally selected
for goniometric measurements.

The measurements earlier given on supposed hexagonal crystals of bis-
mite agree well with the angles of iodyrite as shown in the following table,
based on c:0.8196, as given by Dana. The measurements and "indices
given for bismite" are taken from the papers by Ransome and Schaller.
ff these hexagonal crystals are really iodyrite, then the forms {10181,
{  1017},  [  1016] ,  {  10141,  {  1013 }  are new for  iodyr i te .  The agreement  be-
tween the measured and calculated angles is so close that this interpreta-
tion is probably correct.

Ransomes did not report iodyrite from Goldfield but noted the pres-
ence of the silver minerals cerargyrite, petzite, polybasite, and proustite.
Iodyrite, however, occurs at Tonopah, about 25 miles north of Gold-
field. In their description of iodyrite from Tonopah, Kraus and Cook6
examined "several thousand isolated crystals" and as type 3 describe
crystals of a "tabular habit." Tabular and platy crystals of iodyrite
have also been observed by others. DanaT describes it, in part, as occur-
ring in "thin plates with a lamellar structure." Hintzes lists the habits
of iodyrite as prismatic, pyramidal, or platy, and the natural occur-

a Bannister, F. A., The crystal-structure of the bismuth oxyhalides: Mineral. Mag.,24,
49 (1e35). 5 Ransome, op. cit., p. 708.

6 Kraus, E. H., and Cook, C. W., Iodyrite from Tonopah, Nevada, and Broken Hill,
New South Wales: Am Jour. Sci.,4th ser., 27,213 (lg}9).

7 Dana, E.5., System oJ Mineralogy,6th ed., p. 160 (1892).
8 Hintze, Carl, Handbuch der Mineralogi.a, Band l, Abth. 2, p.23O9 (1915).
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rences as commonly laminated and as thin flexible plates. Crystals from
Chile are described as in pearly hexagonal plates ("Bltittchen") and from
New Mexico, rarely as hexagonal plates ("Tafelchen"). Spencere also
mentions "Films or thin layers" of iodyrite and states that "in freshly
opened cavities the crystals [of iodyrite] are perfectly colorless and
transparent . . ., " l ike those from Nevada.

Schnaebel6l0 likewise describes and illustrates very platy ("trds
aplate") crystals of iodyrite (his Fig. 6, p. 69) from France.

No more of the hexagonal crystals could be found on the very limited
material available so that their identif ication with iodvrite could not be
substantiated.

s Spencer, L. J., Marshite, miersite and iodyrite from Broken Hill, Nerv South lVales:

Mineral. M og., 13, 44 (1903).
r0 Schnaebel6, E., L'iodargyrite des Montmins, prBs Echassidres (Allier): Bul'|. soc. fr'

Min dralogi e, 45, 68 69 (1922).




